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Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
XAVIER LEROY and FRANCOIS PESSAUX
INRIA Ro quen ourt
This paper presents a program analysis to estimate un aught ex eptions in ML programs. This
analysis relies on uni ation-based type inferen e in a non-standard type system, using rows to
approximate both the ow of es aping ex eptions (a la e e t systems) and the ow of result values
(a la ontrol- ow analyses). The resulting analysis is eÆ ient and pre ise; in parti ular, arguments
arried by ex eptions are a urately handled.
Categories and Subje t Des riptors: F.3.2 [Logi s and Meanings of Programs℄: Semanti s of
Programming Languages|Program analysis ; Operational semanti s; F.3.3 [Logi s and Meanings of Programs℄: Studies of Program Constru ts|Control primitives ; Type stru ture; D.2.5
[Software Engineering℄: Testing and Debugging|Error handling and re overy ; Symboli exe ution; D.3.2 [Programming Languages℄: Language Classi
ations|Appli ative (fun tional)
languages ; ML
General Terms: Languages, Reliability, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Caml, ex eptions, polymorphism, rows, stati debugging,
SML, type and e e t systems, type inferen e

1. INTRODUCTION

Many modern programming languages su h as Ada, Modula-3, ML and Java provide built-in support for ex eptions: raising an ex eption at some program point
transfers ontrol to the nearest handler for that ex eption found in the dynami
all sta k. Ex eptions provide safe and exible error handling in appli ations: if
an ex eption is not expli itly handled in a fun tion by the programmer, it is automati ally propagated upwards in the all graph until a fun tion that \knows" how
to deal with the ex eption is found. If no handler is provided for the ex eption,
program exe ution is immediately aborted, thus pinpointing the unexpe ted ondition during testing. This stands in sharp ontrast with the traditional C-style
reporting of error onditions as \impossible" return values (su h as null pointers or
the integer 1): in this approa h, the programmer must write signi ant amount
of ode to propagate error onditions upwards; moreover, it is very easy to ignore
an error ondition altogether, often ausing the program to rash mu h later, or
even omplete but produ e in orre t results.
The downside of using ex eptions for error reporting and as a general non-lo al
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ontrol stru ture is that it is very easy to forget to at h an ex eption at the
right pla e, i.e. to handle an error ondition. ML ompilers generate no errors
or warnings in this ase, and the programming mistake will only show up during
testing. Exhaustive testing of appli ations is diÆ ult, and even more so in the ase
of error onditions that are infrequent or hard to reprodu e. Our experien e with
large ML appli ations is that un aught ex eptions are the most frequent mode of
failure.
To address this issue, languages su h as Modula-3 and Java require the programmer to de lare, for ea h fun tion or method, the set of ex eptions that may es ape
out of it. Those de larations are then he ked stati ally during type- he king by
a simple intrapro edural analysis. This for es programmers to be ons ious of the
ow of ex eptions through their programs.
De laring es aping ex eptions in fun tions and method signatures works well in
rst-order, monomorphi programs, but is not adequate for the kind of higherorder, polymorphi programming that ML promotes. Consider the map iterator on
lists, whi h applies a given fun tion to every element of a list. In Modula-3 or Java,
the programmer must de lare a set E of ex eptions that the fun tion argument
to map may raise; map, then, may raise the same ex eptions E . But E is xed
arbitrarily, thus preventing map from being applied to fun tions that raise ex eptions
not in E . The generi ity of map an be restored by taking for E the set of all
possible ex eptions, but then the pre ision of the ex eption analysis is dramati ally
de reased: all invo ations of map are then onsidered as potentially raising any
ex eption. (Similar problems arise in highly obje t-oriented Java programs using
ontainer lasses and iterators intensively.) To deal properly with higher-order
fun tions, a very ri h language for ex eption de larations is required, in luding
at least ex eption polymorphism (variables ranging over sets of ex eptions) and
unions of ex eption sets. (See se tion 2 for a more detailed dis ussion.) We believe
that su h a omplex language for de laring es aping ex eptions is beyond what
programmers are willing to tolerate.
The alternative that we follow in this paper is to infer es aping ex eptions from
unannotated ML sour e ode. In other terms, we view the problem of dete ting potentially un aught ex eptions as a stati debugging problem, where stati analyses
are applied to the programs not to make them faster via better ode generation, but
to make them safer by pinpointing possible run-time failures. This approa h has
several advantages with respe t to the Modula-3/Java approa h: it blends better
with ML type inferen e; it does not hange the language and supports the stati
debugging of \lega y" appli ations; it allows the use of omplex approximations of
ex eption sets, as those need not be written by the programmer (within reason { the
results of the analysis must still be understandable to the programmer). Finally,
the ex eption inferen e needs not be fully ompatible with the ML module system:
a whole program analysis an be onsidered (again within reason { analysis time
should remain pra ti al).
Several ex eption analyses for ML have been proposed [Guzman and Suarez 1994;
Yi 1998; Yi and Ryu 1997; Fahndri h and Aiken 1997; Fahndri h et al. 1998℄,
some based on e e t systems, some on ontrol- ow analyses, some on ombinations
of both (see se tion 6 for a detailed dis ussion). The analysis presented in this
paper attempts to ombine the eÆ ien y of e e t systems with the pre ision of ow
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analyses. It is based on uni ation and non-standard type inferen e algorithms that
have ex ellent running time and should s ale well to large appli ations. At the same
time, our analysis is still fairly pre ise; in parti ular, it approximates not only the
names of the es aping ex eptions, but also the arguments they arry { a feature that
is essential to analyze pre isely many existing ML programs. This onstitutes the
main te hni al ontribution of this paper: integrate in the same uni ation-based
framework both approximation of ex eption e e ts in the style of e e t systems
[Talpin and Jouvelot 1994℄, and approximation of sets of values omputed at ea h
program point in the style of ow analyses and soft typing [Shivers 1991; Wright and
Cartwright 1997℄. Finally, our analysis has been implemented to over the whole
Obje tive Caml language { not only ore ML, but also datatypes, obje ts, and the
module system. We present some preliminary experimental results obtained with
our implementation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 lists the main
requirements for an ML ex eption analysis. Se tion 3 presents the non-standard
type system we use for ex eption analysis. Extension to the full Obje tive Caml
language is dis ussed in se tion 4; experimental results obtained with our implementation, in se tion 5; and related work, in se tion 6. Con luding remarks an be
found in se tion 7. Algorithms and proofs are shown in appendi es.
2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In this se tion, we list the main requirements for an e e tive ex eption analysis
for ML, and show that they go mu h beyond what an be expressed by ex eption
de larations in Modula-3 or Java. Existing ex eption analyses address some of these
requirements, but none addresses all.
2.1 Handling higher-order fun tions pre isely

The ex eption behavior of higher-order fun tions depends on the ex eptions that
an be raised by their fun tional arguments. A form of polymorphism over es aping
ex eptions is thus needed to analyze higher-order fun tions pre isely. Consider the
map iterator over lists mentioned in introdu tion. An appli ation map f l may raise
' 0
whatever ex eption the f argument may raise. Writing  !
 for the annotated
0
type of fun tions from type  to type  whose set of potentially es aping ex eption
is ', the behavior of map is aptured by the following annotated type s heme:
'
'
;
map : 8 ; ; ': ( ! ) ! ( list ! list)
where ; range over types and ' ranges over sets of ex eptions. In general, the
es aping ex eptions for a higher-order fun tion are ombinations '1 [ : : : [ 'n [
fC1 ; : : : ; Cn g where the 'i are variables representing the es aping ex eptions for
fun tional arguments and the Cj are ex eption onstants. For instan e, we have
the following annotated type for fun tion omposition f:g:x:f (g(x)):
'[
8 ; ; ; '; : ( !' ) !; ( ! ) !; !
Given the frequent use of higher-order fun tions in ML programs, an ex eption
analysis for ML must handle them with pre ision similar to what the annotated
types above suggest.
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Similar issues arise when fun tions are stored into data stru tures su h as lists
or hash tables (as in allba k tables for instan e). The ex eption analysis should
keep tra k of the union of the ex eptions that an be raised by fun tions ontained
in the stru ture. It is not a eptable to say that any ex eption an be raised by
applying a fun tion retrieved from the stru ture.
2.2 Handling ex eptions as rst- lass values

In ML and Java, ex eptions are rst- lass values: ex eption values an be built in
advan e and passed through fun tions before being raised. Consider for instan e
the following ontrived example:
let test = exn. try raise(exn) with E ! 0
The ex eption behavior of this fun tion is that test exn raises the ex eption ontained in the argument exn, ex ept when exn is a tually the ex eption E, in whi h
ase no ex eption es apes out of test. We seek ex eption analyses pre ise enough
to apture this behavior.
It is true that the rst- lass hara ter of ex eption values is rarely, if ever, used
in a tual ML programs. However, there is one important idiom where an ex eption
value appears: nalization. Consider:
let f = x. try g(x)
with E ! 0
| exn !

nalization ode; raise(exn)
Assuming g an raise ex eptions E and E', the ex eption analyzer should re ognize
that the exn ex eption variable an only take the value E', thus the raise(exn)
that re-raises the ex eption after nalization an only raise E', and so does the
fun tion f itself.
2.3 Keeping tra k of ex eption arguments

ML ex eptions an optionally arry arguments, just like all other data type onstru tors. This argument an be tested in the with part of an ex eption handler,
using pattern-mat hing on the ex eption value, so that only ertain ex eptions with
ertain arguments are aught. Consider the following example:
ex eption Failure of string
let f = x. if ... then ... else raise(Failure "f")
let g = x. try f(x) with Failure "f" ! 0

An ex eption analysis that only keeps tra k of the ex eption head onstru tors
(i.e. Failure above) but not of their arguments (i.e. the string "f" above) fails to
analyze this example with suÆ ient pre ision: the analysis re ords that fun tion f
may raise the Failure ex eption, hen e it onsiders that the appli ation f(x) in
g may raise Failure with any argument. Sin e the ex eption handler traps only
Failure "f", the analyzer on ludes that g may raise Failure, while in reality no
ex eption an es ape g.
This la k of pre ision an be brushed aside as \unimportant" and \bad programming style anyway". Indeed, the programmer should have de lared a spe i
onstant ex eption Failure_f to report the error in f, rather than rely on the
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general-purpose Failure ex eption. However, ode fragments similar to the example above appear in lega y Caml appli ations that we would like to analyze. More
importantly, there are also legitimate uses of ex eptions with parameters. For instan e, the Caml interfa e to Unix system alls uses the following s heme to report
Unix error onditions:
type unix_error = EACCES | ENOENT | ENOSPC | ...
(* enumerated type with 67 onstru tors representing Unix error odes *)
ex eption Unix_error of unix_error

This allows user ode to trap all Unix errors at on e (try . . . with Unix_error(_)
-> . . . ), and also to trap parti ular errors (try . . . with Unix_error(ENOENT) ->
. . . ). Repla ing Unix_error by 67 distin t ex eptions, one for ea h error ode,

would make the former very painful. It is desirable that the ex eption analysis be
able to show that ertain Unix_error ex eptions with arguments representing ommon errors (e.g. Unix_error(ENOENT), \no su h le") are handled in the program
and thus do not es ape, while we an a ept that other Unix_error ex eptions
representing rare errors are not handled in the program and may es ape.
The problem with ex eption arguments is made worse by the availability (in the
Caml standard library at least) of prede ned fun tions to raise general-purpose
ex eptions su h as Failure above. Indeed, the example with Failure above is
more likely to appear under the following form:
ex eption Failure of string
let failwith = msg. raise(Failure msg)
let f = x. if ... then ... else failwith("f")
let g = x. try f(x) with Failure "f" ! 0

Pre ise ex eption analysis in this example requires tra king the string onstant
"f" not only when it appears as immediate argument to the Failure ex eption
onstru tor, but also when it is passed to the fun tion failwith. Hen e the ex eption analysis must also in lude some amount of data ow analysis, not limited to
ex eption values.
2.4 Running faster than ontrol- ow analyses

All the requirements we have listed so far point towards ontrol- ow analyses for
fun tional languages in the style of k-CFA [Shivers 1991℄ or set-based analysis
[Heintze 1994℄. In order to determine the ow of ontrol at fun tion appli ations,
these analyses need to tra k the ow of fun tional values throughout the program;
to do this, they build an approximation of the set of values that an ow to ea h
program point. It is entirely straightforward to extend them to approximate also
the set of es aping ex eptions at ea h program point at the same time as they
approximate the set of result values. Alternatively, the ex eption analysis an
be run as a se ond pass of data ow analysis exploiting the results of ontrol- ow
analysis [Yi and Ryu 1997℄, although this results in some loss of pre ision, as the
ontrol ow an be determined more a urately if ex eption information is available.
This ex eption analysis bene ts from the relatively pre ise approximation of values
provided by the ontrol- ow analysis, espe ially as far as ex eption arguments are
on erned.
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Our rst implementation of an ex eption analyzer for Obje tive Caml was indeed
based on ontrol- ow analysis: 0-CFA initially, then polymorphi splitting [Jagannathan and Wright 1998℄. Our pra ti al experien e with this approa h was mixed:
the pre ision of the ex eption analysis was satisfa tory (at least with polymorphi
splitting), but the speed of the analysis left a lot to be desired. For instan e, analyzing a 600-line program (a simpli ed version of the Knuth-Bendix ben hmark) took
18 se onds on a 150 Mhz Pentium Pro. Those gures should be taken with a grain
of salt: our implementation of CFA was semi-naive and did not implement all of
the optimizations des ribed or alluded to in the literature on CFA and other analyses based on set in lusion onstraints [Fahndri h and Aiken 1996; Flanagan and
Felleisen 1997; Fahndri h et al. 1998; Pottier 1996℄. Still, we observed quadrati
behavior on several examples, indi ating that the analysis would not s ale easily to
large programs1.
For these reasons, we de ided to abandon analyses based on CFA or more generally set in lusion onstraints, and settled for less pre ise but faster analyses based
on equality onstraints and uni ation.
3. A TYPE SYSTEM FOR EXCEPTION ANALYSIS

In the style of e e t systems [Lu assen and Gi ord 1988; Talpin and Jouvelot 1994℄,
our ex eption analysis is presented as a type inferen e algorithm for a non-standard
type system. The type system uses uni ed me hanisms based on row variables
both to keep tra k of the e e ts (sets of es aping ex eptions) of expressions and to
re ne the usual ML types by more pre ise information about the possible values of
expressions. In this se tion, we present rst the typing rules for our type system
(that is, the spe i ations for the ex eption analysis), then type inferen e issues
(the a tual analysis).
3.1 The sour e language

The sour e language we onsider in this paper is a simple subset of ML with integers
and ex eptions as the only data types, the ability to raise and handle ex eptions,
and simpli ed pattern-mat hing.
Terms:

a ::= x
ji
j x: a
j a1 (a2 )
j let x = a1 in a2
j mat h a1 with p ! a2 j x ! a3
j C j D(a)
j try a1 with x ! a2

identi er
integer onstant
abstra tion
appli ation
the let binding
pattern-mat hing
ex eption onstru tors
ex eption handler

omplexity of 0-CFA alone is O(n3 ), where n is the size of the whole program. We did
not observe ubi behavior on our tests, however. Quadrati behavior arises in the following
not un ommon ase: assume that a group of fun tions of size k = O(n) re urses over a list of
m = O(n) elements given in extension in the program sour e. At least m iteration of the analysis
is required before xpoint is rea hed on the parameters and results of the fun tions. Sin e ea h
iteration takes time proportional to k, the time of the analysis is O(n2 ).
1 The

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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variable pattern
onstant patterns
onstru ted pattern

The onstru t mat h a1 with p ! a2 j x ! a3 performs pattern-mat hing on the
value of a1 ; if it mat hes the pattern p, the bran h a2 is evaluated; otherwise, a3
is evaluated. Multi- ase pattern mat hings an be expressed by as ading mat h
expressions. The onstru t try a1 with x ! a2 evaluates a1 ; if an ex eption is
raised, its value is bound to x and a2 is evaluated. There is no synta ti form for
raising an ex eption; instead, we assume prede ned a raise fun tion in the environment. The try onstru t at hes all ex eptions; at hing only a given ex eption C
is performed by:
try a1 with x ! mat h x with C ! a2 j y ! raise(y )
The dynami semanti s for this language is given by the redu tion rules in gure 1, in the style of [Wright and Felleisen 1994℄. Values, evaluation ontexts, and
evaluation results are de ned as:
Values:
v ::= i j C j D(v) j x:a j raise
Evaluation ontexts:
::= [ ℄ j (a) j v( ) j D( )
j let x = in a
j mat h with p ! a2 j x ! a3
j try with x ! a
Evaluation results:
r ::= v j raise v
A result of v indi ates normal termination with return value v; a result of raise v
indi ates an un aught ex eption v.
3.2 The type algebra

The type system uses the following type algebra:
Type expressions:
 ::=
type variable
j int['℄
integer type
j exn['℄
ex eption type
fun tion type
j 1 !' 2
Type s hemes:
 ::= 8 i ; j ; Æk :
Rows:
' ::= 
row variable
j>
all possible elements
j "; '
the element " plus whatever is in '
Row elements:
" ::= i : 
integer onstant
j C :
onstant ex eption
j D( )
parameterized ex eption
Presen e annotations:  ::= Pre
element is present
jÆ
presen e variable
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(x:a)(v)
let x = v in a
mat h v with p ! a2 j x ! a3
mat h v with p ! a2 j x ! a3
try v with x ! a2
(raise v)(a)
(x:a)(raise v)
D(raise v)
let x = raise v in a
mat h raise v with p ! a2 j x ! a3
try raise v with x ! a2

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

afx vg
(1)
afx vg
(2)
(a2 ) if  = M (v; p) is de ned (3)
a3 fx vg if M (v; p) is unde ned (4)
v
(5)
raise v
raise v
raise v
raise v
raise v

a2 fx vg
[a0 ℄ if a ) a0

[a℄
The pattern-mat hing fun tion M (v; p):
M (v; x) = fx vg
M (i; i) = id
M (C; C ) = id
M (D(v); D(p)) = M (v; p)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

Fig. 1. Redu tion rules
'
2 are annotated by the latent
As in e e t systems, our fun tion types 1 !
e e t ' of the fun tion, that is, the set of ex eptions that may be raised during
appli ation of the fun tion. In addition, the base types exn['℄ and int['℄ are also
annotated by sets of ex eptions and integers respe tively. Those sets re ne the ML
types exn and int by restri ting the values that an expression of type exn['℄ or
int['℄ an have.
Sets of ex eptions or integers are represented by rows similar to those used for
typing extensible re ords [Wand 1987; Remy 1989; 1993b℄. A row is either >,
meaning that all values of the type are possible (we do not have any more pre ise
information), or a sequen e of row elements "1 : : : "n terminated by a row variable . We impose the following equational theory on rows to express that the
order of elements in a row does not matter (equation 1), and that > is absorbing
(equation 2):

"1 ; "2 ; ' = "2 ; "1 ; '
i : Pre; > = >

(1)
(2)

The absorption equation 2 applies only to integer row elements be ause we intend > to be used only in rows annotating the int type. (The kinding rules in
se tion 3.3 enfor e this invariant.) A > symbol is required for base types su h as
int, whi h have an in nite (or at least very large) signature. It is not required for
datatypes su h as exn, whi h have a nite signature: a row enumerating all possible
onstru tors an be used instead, as dis ussed in se tion 4.1.4 below. Moreover,
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ombining > and rows ontaining parameterized onstru tors raises te hni al problems2 ; we prefer to avoid the diÆ ulty by restri ting > to rows ontaining only
integer elements.
Rows and row variables support both polymorphism over sets and a form of set
union in a uni ation framework. For instan e, the two rows "1 ; 1 and "2 ; 2 , whi h
informally represent the sets f"1 g and f"2g respe tively, unify into the row "1 ; "2 ; 
representing the set f"1; "2 g via the substitution f1 ("2 ; ); 2 ("1 ; )g.
A row element " is either an integer onstant i, a onstant ex eption onstru tor C , or a parameterized ex eption onstru tor D( ) arrying the annotated type 
of its argument. To maintain ru ial kinding invariants (see below), the onstant
row elements (i and C ) also arry a presen e annotation, written . A presen e annotation an be either Pre, meaning that the element is present in the set denoted
by the row expression; or a presen e variable Æ meaning that the element is a tually not present in the set denoted by the row expression, but may be onsidered
as present in order to satisfy uni ation onstraints.
At this point, the reader may wonder about the la k of a row onstant ; to
denote the empty row, and of a presen e annotation Abs denoting the absen e of
a row element. How are we going to express that a fun tion has no e e t, or
that an integer expression annot take a parti ular value? The answer is: by using
universally quanti ed row variables and presen e variables that o ur only positively

in type s hemes3. For instan e, a fun tion of type 8: int !
int annot raise any
ex eption, and an integer expression of type 8Æ: int[0 : Æ; '℄ annot evaluate to 0,
for the same reasons that an expression of type 8 : annot evaluate to a value.
This an easily be proved by onsidering a standard ideal model [Ma Queen et al.
1986℄ for our type algebra.
Here are some examples of type expressions in this algebra. The type int[>℄
denotes all integer values. The type of integer addition is
2

8 ;  ;  ;  : int[ ℄ !
int[ ℄ !4 int[>℄
1

2

3

4

1

3

(no e e ts, no information known on the return value).
The type s heme 8: int[1 : Pre; 2 : Pre; ℄ stands for the set f1; 2g and is the type
of integer expressions that an only evaluate to 1 or to 2. As previously mentioned,
the universally quanti ed row variable  should be read as denoting the empty set
of row elements, sin e it o urs only positively in the type s heme.
The type s heme 8; Æ: int[1 : Æ; 2 : Pre; ℄ stands for the set f2g. Although 1
is mentioned in the row, it should not be onsidered present in the set, sin e its
2 The obvious absorption equation D ( ); > = > is unsound, as it allows dedu tions su h as
D( ); > = > = D( ); >, whi h lead to in onsistent typings. If ML had subtyping and a supertype > of all types, a orre t equation would be D(>); > = >. This equation allows > to absorb
any D( ) (be ause D( ); > <: D(>); > = >), but only allows expansion of > into D(>); >,
meaning orre tly that no information is available on the argument of D.
3 The

notion of positive and negative o urren es of a variable that we use here is the standard
notion from type theory [Girard et al. 1990℄. Brie y, if types and type s hemes are viewed as
trees, a type variable is said to o ur negatively in a type s heme if there exists a path from the
root of the type s heme to the variable that rosses an arrow type onstru tor to the left an odd
number of times. A variable is said to o ur only positively in a type s heme if it does not o ur
negatively in that s heme.
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presen e annotation Æ is universally quanti ed and o urs only positively.
The type s heme 8; 0 : exn[D(int[3 : Pre; 4 : Pre; ℄); 0 ℄ stands for the set of
ex eptions fD(3); D(4)g.

The raise prede ned fun tion has the following type s heme: 8 ; : exn[℄ !
.
This s heme aptures the fa t that an appli ation of raise never returns and raises
exa tly the ex eptions that it re eives as argument.
3.3 Kinding of rows

To simplify the formulation of the typing rules and to ensure the existen e of prin ipal uni ers and prin ipal typings, we require the following four stru tural invariants
on rows:
(1) A given integer onstant or ex eption onstru tor should o ur at most on e in
a row. For instan e, (D( ); D( 0 ); ') is not well-formed.
(2) A row variable  is pre eded by the same set of integer onstants and ex eption
onstru tors in all row expressions where it o urs. For instan e, we annot
have both (1 : Pre; ) and (2 : Pre; ) in the same derivation.
(3) A row ' annotating an integer type int['℄ an only ontain integer elements i.
'
2 an
(4) A row ' annotating an ex eption type exn['℄ or a fun tion type 1 !
only ontain onstant or parameterized onstru tors C , D and must not end
with >.
Invariants (1) and (2) are well known from earlier work on re ord types [Remy
1993b℄. Invariants (3) and (4) are more unusual. They ensure a lear separation
between annotations of int types ( omposed of integer elements and possibly >)
and annotations of the exn types ( omposed of onstru tors and no >). Sin e >
absorbs only integer elements (equation 2), we do not want it to o ur in rows
ontaining ex eption onstru tors C , D.
Following [Remy 1993b; Ohori 1995℄, we use kinds to enfor e the invariants above.
Our kinds  are omposed of a tag (either INT or EXN) and a set of onstants and
onstru tors:
Kinds:  ::= INT(fi1 ; : : : ; in g) j EXN(fC1 ; : : : ; Cp ; D1 ; : : : ; Dq g)
The onstants and onstru tors appearing in the set part of a kind are those
onstants and onstru tors that must not appear in rows of that kind, be ause
they already appear in elements on atenated before these rows. We assume given
a global mapping K assigning kinds to row variables, and su h that for ea h  there
are in nitely many variables of that kind (i.e. K 1() is in nite). The kinding rules
are shown in gure 2. They de ne the two judgements ` ' ::  (row ' has kind )
and `  wf (type  is well-formed).
3.4 The typing rules

Figure 3 shows the typing rules for our system. They de ne the judgement E `
a : =', where E is the typing environment, a the term to type,  the type of
values that a may evaluate to, and ' the set of ex eptions that may es ape during
the evaluation of a. We assume that typing starts in the initial environment E0 =
fraise : 8 ; : exn[℄ ! g. We write E1  E2 for the asymmetri on atenation of

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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` ' :: INT(S [ fig)

` (i : ; ') :: INT(S )
C 2= S ` ' :: EXN(S [ fC g)
D 2= S ` ' :: EXN(S [ fDg) `  wf
` (C : ; ') :: EXN(S )
` (D( ); ') :: EXN(S )
` ' :: INT(;)
` ' :: EXN(;)
` wf
` int['℄ wf
` exn['℄ wf
`  wf ` ' :: EXN(;) `  wf
`  !'  wf
1

2

1

2

Fig. 2. Kinding rules

E1 and E2 ; that is, (E1 E2 )(x) = E2 (x) if x 2 Dom(E2 ), and (E1 E2)(x) = E1 (x)
if x 2 Dom(E1 ) n Dom(E2 ).
The rules for variables and let bindings (rules 1 and 5) are standard, ex ept that
we generalize over all three kinds of type variables. (The instantiation and generalization predi ates are de ned in gure 3.) For variables as well as other language
onstru ts that never raise ex eptions (rules 1, 2, 3, 7), the ' omponent of the
result is un onstrained and an be hosen as needed to satisfy equality onstraints
in the remainder of the typing derivation.
The rule for fun tion abstra tion (rule 3) is the usual rule for e e t systems:
the e e t of the fun tion body be omes the latent e e t of the fun tion type. For
appli ations a1 (a2 ) (rule 4), the usual approa h is to take as e e t of the appli ation
the union of the e e t of a1 , latent e e t of the fun tion denoted by a1 , and e e t
of a2 . Sin e our algebra of e e ts la ks an union onstru tor, we approximate the
union by requiring that those three e e ts (e e t of a1 , latent e e t of a1 , e e t
of a2 ) are equal to the same set ' of ex eption. In our uni ation-based type
inferen e algorithm, this orresponds simply to unifying these three e e ts.
For integer onstants and ex eption onstru tors (rules 2, 7 and 8), we re ord
the a tual value of the expression in the approximation part of the type int or
exn. For instan e, the type of i must be of the form int[i : Pre; '℄, for ing i : Pre to
appear in the type of the expression. In rules 8 and 13, we write TypeArg (D) for
the type s heme of the argument of onstru tor D, e.g. TypeArg (D) = 8: int[℄
for an integer-valued ex eption D.
For an ex eption handler try a1 with x ! a2 (rule 9), the e e t '1 of a1 is
inje ted in the type exn['1 ℄ assumed for x in a2 .
The most interesting rule is rule 6 for the mat h onstru t. This rule is ru ial
to the pre ision of our ex eption analysis. When typing mat h a1 with p ! a2 j
x ! a3 , we want to re e t the fa t that the se ond alternative (x ! a3 ) is sele ted
only when the rst alternative (p ! a2 ) does not mat h the value of a1 . In other
terms, the type of values that an \ ow" to x in the se ond alternative is not the
type of the mat hed value a1 , but the type of a1 from whi h we have ex luded all
values mat hing the pattern p in the rst alternative.

12
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Typing of expressions:

  E (x)
` '0 :: INT(fig) ` ' :: EXN(;)
(1)
(2)
E`x:
E ` i : int[i : Pre; '0 ℄='
` 1 wf E  fx : 1 g ` a : 2 ='0 ` ' :: EXN(;)
(3)
'
2 )='
E ` x: a : (1 !
'
E ` a1 : ( 0 !
 )=' E ` a2 :  0 ='
(4)
E ` a1 (a2 ) : ='
E ` a1 : 1 =' E  fx : Gen(1 ; E; ')g ` a2 : ='
(5)
E ` let x = a1 in a2 : ='
E ` a1 : 1 =' ` p : 1 ) E 0 ` 1 p ; 2
E  E 0 ` a2 : =' E  fx : 2 g ` a3 : ='
(6)
E ` mat h a1 with p ! a2 j x ! a3 : ='
` '0 :: EXN(fC g) ` ' :: EXN(;)
(7)
E ` C : exn[C : Pre; '0 ℄='
  TypeArg (D) E ` a : =' ` '0 :: EXN(fDg)
(8)
E ` D(a) : exn[D( ); '0 ℄='
E ` a1 : ='1 E  fx : exn['1 ℄g ` a2 : ='
(9)
E ` try a1 with x ! a2 : ='
0

Typing of patterns:

` x :  ) fx :  g

(10)

` C : exn[C : ; '℄ ) fg

(12)

` i : int[i : ; '℄ ) fg (11)
  TypeArg (D) ` p :  ) E
` D(p) : exn[D( ); '℄ ) E

(13)

Pattern subtra tion:

` int[i : ; '℄ i ; int[i : 0 ; '℄ (14)
` exn[C : ; '℄ C ; exn[C : 0 ; '℄ (15)
`  0 wf
`  p ; 0
(16)
`  x ; 0
` exn[D( ); '℄ D(p) ; exn[D( 0 ); '℄

(17)

Instantiation and generalization:

 0  8 i j Æk :  if and only if there exists i ; 'j ; k su h that ` i wf and
` 'j :: K (j ) and  0 =  f i i ; j 'j ; Æk k g
Gen(; E; ') is 8 i j Æk :  where f i ; j ; Æk g = F V ( ) n (F V (E ) [ F V (')).
Fig. 3. The typing rules

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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To a hieve this, rules 14{17 de ne the pattern subtra tion predi ate `  p ;  0 ,
meaning that  0 is a orre t type for the values of type  that do not mat h pattern p.
For a variable pattern p = x (rule 16), all values mat h the pattern, so it is orre t
to assume any  0 for the type of the non-mat hed values. For an integer pattern
p = i (rule 14), we for e  to unify with int[i : ; '℄, thus exposing in ' the set of all
possible values of type  that are di erent from i. Then, we take  0 = int[i : 0 ; '℄
for a suitable 0 . In parti ular, if that 0 is un onstrained in the remainder of
the derivation, we an take 0 to be a fresh presen e variable Æ, thus re e ting
that i is not among the possible values of type  0 . The rules for ex eption patterns
(rules 15 and 17) are similar. If the ex eption has an argument, instead of hanging
a presen e annotation, we re ursively subtra t the type of the argument of the
ex eption.
3.5 Examples of typings

We now show some typings derivable in our system. These are prin ipal typings
identi al to those found by our ex eption analyzer. Consider rst a simple handler
for one ex eption C.
try raise(C)
with x ! mat h x with C

!

1 | y

!

raise y

The e e t of raise(C) is C : Pre; . Hen e, the type of x is exn[C : Pre; ℄. Subtra ting the pattern C from this type, we obtain the type exn[C : Æ; ℄ for y. Hen e
the e e t of the whole mat h expression, and also of the whole try expression, is
C : Æ ; . The type is int[1 : Pre; 0 ℄. Sin e Æ ,  and 0 are generalizable and o ur
only positively, we have established that no ex eption es apes the expression, and
that it an only evaluate to the integer 1.
We now extend the previous example along the lines of the failwith example of
se tion 2.3.
let failwith = n. raise(D(n)) in
try failwith(42)
with x ! mat h x with D(42)

!

0 | y

!

raise y

We obtain the following intermediate typings:
D(int[1 ℄);2
!
failwith : 8 ; 1 ; 2 : int[1 ℄
x : exn[D(int[42 : Pre; 3 ℄); 4 ℄
y : exn[D(int[42 : Æ ; 3 ℄); 4 ℄

Thus we on lude as before that no ex eption es apes this expression.
For a representative example of higher-order fun tions, onsider fun tion omposition:
let ompose = f. g. x. f(g(x)) in
ompose (y. 0) (z. raise(C)) 1




The type s heme for ompose is 8 ; ; ; ; 0; 00 : ( !
)!
( !
)!
!
. The three o urren es of  express the union of the e e ts of f and g. The
appli ation of ompose above has e e t C : Pre; 3 .
0

00

14
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Con erning ex eptions as rst- lass values, the rst example from se tion 2.2
be omes:
let test =
exn. try raise(exn)
with x ! mat h x with C
in test(C)

!

1 | y

!

raise(y)

C : Æ; 
The type s heme for test is 8; 0; Æ: exn[C : Pre; ℄ ! int[1 : Pre; 0 ℄, expressing
that the fun tion raises whatever ex eption it re eives as argument, ex ept C. The
appli ation test(C) has thus type int[1 : Pre; 1 ℄ and e e t C : Æ2 ; 2 . Hen e no
ex eption es apes. The appli ation test(E) where E is another ex eption distin t
from C would have e e t C : Æ3 ; E : Pre; 3 , thus showing that E may es ape.
Finally, here is an (ane dotal) example that is ill-typed in ML, but well-typed in
our type system due to the re ned typing of pattern-mat hing.

mat h 1 with x -> x | e -> raise e

Sin e the rst ase of the mat hing is a at h-all, rule 6 lets us assign the type
exn[0 ℄ for a fresh 0 to the variable e bound by the se ond ase, even though the
mat hed value is an integer. Hen e the expression is well-typed, and moreover we
obtain that it has type int[1 : Pre; ℄ and raises no ex eptions (its e e t is 80:0 ).
3.6 Type soundness and orre tness of the ex eption analysis

We now establish the orre tness of our ex eption analysis: all un aught ex eptions
are predi ted by our e e t system. This property is losely onne ted to the type
soundness of our system.
0
0
Theorem 1. (Subje t redu tion.) If E0 ` a : =' and a ) a , then E0 ` a :
='
The proof of this theorem, as well as all other theorems in this se tion, is given
in appendix C. A key lemma is the following property of pattern subtra tion.
Lemma 2. (Corre tness of subtra tion.) If E0 ` v : =' and M (v; p) is undened (v does not mat h pattern p, as de ned in gure 1) and `  p ;  0 , then
E0 ` v :  0 ='.
The orre tness of our ex eption analysis (all un aught ex eptions are dete ted)
is a simple orollary of subje t redu tion.
Theorem 3. (Corre tness of ex eption analysis.) Let a be a omplete program.
 raise v. Then, either v = C and ' = C : Pre; '0
Assume E0 ` a : =' and a )
for some C and '0 , or v = D(v0 ) and ' = D( 0 ); '0 and E0 ` v0 :  0 =' for some
D; v0 ;  0 ; '0 . In either ase, the un aught ex eption v is orre tly predi ted in the
e e t '.
Type soundness for our non-standard type system follows from the subje t redu tion property and the following lemma showing that a well-typed expression either
redu es to a value or to an un aught ex eption, or loops, but never gets \stu k".
Lemma 4. (Progress.) If E0 ` a : =', then either a is a value v , or a is an
un aught ex eption raise v, or there exists a0 su h that a ) a0 .

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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3.7 Prin ipal types and inferen e of types and ex eptions

Just like the ML type system, our type system admits prin ipal types, whi h an be
omputed by a simple extension of the Damas-Milner algorithm, thus implementing
the ex eption analysis. The inferen e algorithm is shown in appendix B, along
with the asso iated uni ation algorithm in appendix A. The existen e of prin ipal
uni ers follows from the fa t that our equational theory is synta ti and regular
[Remy 1993a℄.
Theorem 5. (Prin ipal types.) There exists a type inferen e algorithm I operating on losed terms a that satis es the following onditions:
|(Corre tness) If (; ') = I (a) is de ned, then ; ` a : ='.
|(Completeness) If there exists a type  0 and a row '0 su h that ; ` a :  0 ='0 , then
(; ') = I (a) is de ned and there exists a substitution su h that  0 = ( ) and
'0 = (').
4. EXTENSION TO THE FULL OBJECTIVE CAML LANGUAGE

In this se tion, we dis uss the main issues in extending the analysis presented in
se tion 3 to deal with the whole Obje tive Caml language [Leroy et al. 1996℄.
4.1 Datatypes

User-de ned datatypes (sum types) an be approximated in several di erent ways,
depending on the desired trade-o between pre ision and speed of the analysis.
We have onsidered the four approa hes listed below (from most pre ise to least
pre ise) and illustrated in gure 4.
4.1.1 Full approximation of datatypes. The rst approa h applies to datatypes
the same treatments as for ex eptions: we annotate the type by a row ' approximating the possible values of that type, as onstant onstru tors with presen e
annotations, and unary onstru tors with types of arguments. Consider the sour elevel datatype de nition
type ~ t = C1 j : : : j Cn j D1 of 1 j : : : j Dm of m
where the i are unannotated ML types. The propagation of approximations is
aptured by the following type s hemes assigned to the onstru tors Ci and Di :
Ci : 8~ ; 0 : ~ t [Ci : Pre; 0 ℄

~ t [Di (i ); 0 ℄
Di : 8~ ; ~; 0 ; 00 : i !
00

where i is the annotated type obtained from i by adding distin t fresh row variables taken from ~ on every type onstru tor that arries a row annotation. For
instan e, given the de laration
type intlist = Nil | Cons of int * intlist

we assign Nil and Cons the type s hemes
Nil : 8: intlist[Nil : Pre; ℄

Cons : 81 ; 2 ; 3 ; 4 : int[1 ℄  intlist[2 ℄ !3
intlist[Cons(int[1 ℄  intlist[2 ℄); 4 ℄
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intlist[Cons(  ); 1 ℄

Cons

1

int[1 : Pre; 2 ℄ intlist[Cons(  ); 3 ℄

Cons

2

Nil

(a) Expression

intlist[Cons(  ); Nil : Pre; 1 ℄
int[1 : Pre; 2 : Pre; 2 ℄

( ) Type, looped approximation

int[2 : Pre; 4 ℄

intlist[Nil : Pre; 5 ℄

(b) Type, full approximation
(1 : Pre; 2 : Pre; ) intlist
(d) Type, extra row parameter
intlist

(e) Type, no annotation

Fig. 4. Examples of data type approximations for the datatype intlist = Nil |

Cons of int * intlist

Re ursive datatypes su h as intlist above naturally lead to re ursive type expressions. Consider:
let tail = x. mat h x with Cons(hd,tl) ! tl | l ! l
During inferen e, tl and l re eive types intlist[1 ℄ and intlist[Cons(int[2 ℄ 
intlist[1 ℄); 3 ℄ respe tively. If only nite type expressions are allowed, those two
types have no uni er and the program is reje ted by the analysis. This is not
a eptable, so we extend our type system with re ursive type expressions, that is,
type expressions that are in nite but regular. On the example above, we obtain
the re ursive type  : intlist[Cons(int[2 ℄  ); 3 ℄ for the result of tail. The
extension of our type system with re ursive type expressions involves repla ing
term uni ation by graph uni ation in the type inferen e algorithm. This auses
no algorithmi diÆ ulties, but we have not extended our proofs to the ase of
re ursive type expressions.
4.1.2 \Looped" approximations for re ursive datatypes. The approximation
s heme des ribed above has the undesirable side-e e t of re ording in the type
approximation the whole stru ture of a data stru ture given in extension. If
the data types involved are re ursive, we may end up with very large type
approximations. Continuing the intlist example above, onsider the expression
`n = Cons(i1 ; Cons(i2 ; : : : ; Cons(in ; Nil) : : :)):
With the type of Cons given in se tion 4.1.1, this expression is given an annotated
type that is of depth n and re ords not only the fa t that the list ontains the
integers i1 : : : in (an information that might be useful to analyze ex eptions), but

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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also the fa t that the list has length n and that its rst element is i1 , the se ond i2 ,
et . (See gure 4b.) The latter pie e of information is, on pra ti al examples,
useless for analyzing ex eptions. Moreover, su h large approximations slow down
the analysis.
A solution to this problem omes from the following remark: as soon as one
of those big data stru tures given in extension is passed to a suÆ iently omplex
fun tion, its big, unfolded annotated type is going to be uni ed with a re ursive
type, for ing all the information in the big type to be folded ba k into a smaller
re ursive type. For instan e, if we pass the list `n to the tail fun tion shown above,
the type of the list will be uni ed into
n =  : intlist[Cons(int[i1 : Pre; : : : ; in : Pre; 1 ℄  ); Nil : Pre; 2 ℄:
The idea, then, is to for e this folding into a re ursive type when the data stru ture
is reated, by giving re ursive, pre-folded types to the data type onstru tors. This
is easily a hieved by unifying, in the type of the onstru tors, all o urren es of the
re ursively-de ned type in argument position with the o urren e of the re ursivelyde ned type in result position. For instan e, in the ase of the Cons onstru tor of
type intlist, we start with the type

int[1 ℄  intlist[2 ℄ !3 intlist[Cons(int[1 ℄  intlist[2 ℄); 4 ℄
as in se tion 4.1.1, then unify the two underlined intlist types, then general3
ize the free variables, obtaining Cons : 81 ; 3 ; 4 : int[1 ℄   !
 where  is
 :intlist[Cons(int[1 ℄  ); 4 ℄. With this type for Cons, the list `n is given the
reasonably ompa t type n shown above.
This te hnique of \looping" the types of onstru tors also works for parameterized
datatypes, as long as they are regular (the data type onstru tor is used with
the same parameters in the argument types of the onstru tors). For non-regular
datatypes su h as
type 'a nonreg = Leaf of 'a | Node of 'a list nonreg

the uni ation of the o urren es of nonreg in the type of Node would render
that onstru tor essentially useless. Fortunately, su h non-regular data types are
extremely rare in a tual programs, so we an use full approximations for them
without impa ting performan e.
4.1.3 Adding row parameters to datatypes. An alternative to annotating
datatype onstru tors with rows is to add row parameters to the type onstru tor
re e ting the row annotations on exn, int and fun tion types ontained within
the datatype. This te hnique is used by Fahndri h et al [1998℄. For instan e, the
ML datatype de nition
type t = A of int | B of exn | C of t

is turned into
type (1 ; 2 ) t = A of int[1 ℄ | B of exn[2 ℄ | C of (1 ; 2 ) t
Two parameters 1 and 2 were added in order to re e t in the type t the possible
values of types int and exn ontained in that type. The type t itself is not annotated by a row re ording whi h onstru tors A, B or C are present in values of that
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type. The net e e t is to forget the stru ture of terms of type t, while orre tly
remembering the integers and ex eption values ontained in the stru ture.
In pra ti e, this solution appears to be slightly less pre ise and slightly more
eÆ ient than full approximations of non-re ursive datatypes and looped approximations of re ursive datatypes: type expressions are smaller, but in the ase of t
above, looped approximations an express the fa t that a value of type t la ks
the onstru tor C, while this is not aptured in the solution based on extra row
parameters.
On datatypes that are not annotated by a row, we an no longer perform type subtra tion during pattern-mat hing, sin e we have no approximation on the stru ture
of values of that type. Hen e, we simply onsider that subtra tion is the identity
relation on those datatypes.
4.1.4 Datatypes without any approximations. For maximal speed and minimal
pre ision, we an put no annotations at all on a datatype: neither a row approximation nor extra row parameters. This way, we forget not only the stru ture of
values of that type, but also the ex eptions, fun tions and base values ontained in
that type. Of ourse, this for es us to make very pessimisti assumptions on values extra ted from a datatype without approximation. For instan e, if we extra t
an integer by pattern-mat hing on su h a datatype, we must give it type int[>℄
sin e it an really be any integer. This is re e ted in the types of onstru tors by
putting > annotations on all annotated types in the onstru tor argument. In the
intlist example above, if we hoose not to annotate intlist at all, we must give
its onstru tors the following types:
Nil : intlist

Cons : 8: int[>℄  intlist ! intlist

This approa h assumes that we have > annotations for all types, while the type
system from se tion 3 only has > for type int. However, we an allow > to annotate
other base types su h as float and string. For ex eptions and other datatypes,
sin e there are nitely many onstru tors, we an use a (potentially re ursive) row
enumerating all onstru tors of the datatype instead of a built-in onstant >. In
the ase of lists, for instan e, we an use the following \top row" >list( ; ):
>list( ; ) = 0 : Nil : Pre; Cons(  list[0 ℄); 
The annotated type  list[>list(; )℄ orre tly represents any list of elements of
type  .
The \no approximation" approa h des ribed in this paragraph may look ex essively oarse, but is a tually quite e e tive for datatypes that introdu e no base
types, nor ex eption types, nor fun tion types. Prominent examples are the builtin ML types list and array, where the parameter already re ords all the
information we need about list and array elements. For instan e, a list of fun tions
'2
from integers to booleans has type (int['1 ℄ !
bool['3 ℄) list, where '2 denotes
the union of the e e ts of all fun tions present in the list. A fun tion extra ted
from that list and applied has e e t '2 , and not any ex eption as one might naively
expe t.

Type-based analysis of un aught ex eptions
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4.1.5 Choosing a datatype approximation. The hoi e between the four datatype
analysis strategies des ribed above an be done on a per-datatype basis, depending on the shape of the datatype de nition. We have onsidered several simple
heuristi s to perform this hoi e. Our rst prototype used full approximations for
non-parameterized datatypes, and no approximations for parameterized datatypes.
Our urrent prototype uses full approximations for non-re ursive or non-regular
datatypes, looped approximations for re ursive datatypes, and no approximations
for built-in types without interesting stru ture (arrays and oating-point numbers,
for instan e). Another fa tor that we plan to integrate in the heuristi is whether
the datatype introdu es any ex eption type, fun tion type, or base type likely to
be an ex eption argument (string and int, essentially); if not, we ould favor the
\no approximation" approa h.
4.2 Tuples and re ords

Tuple types are not approximated spe ially: ea h omponent of the tuple type arries its own annotation. For instan e, int[1 : Pre; 2 : Pre; ℄  int[3 : Pre; 4 : Pre; 0 ℄
stands for the set of four pairs f1; 2gf3; 4g. Pattern subtra tion on tuple types is
not pointwise subtra tion, whi h would lead to in orre t results. Consider the type
int[1 : Pre; ℄  int[2 : Pre; 3 : Pre; 0 ℄. Subtra ting pointwise the pattern (1; 2)
from this type would lead to type int[1 : Æ; ℄  int[2 : Æ0 ; 3 : Pre; 0 ℄, whi h is inorre t sin e the value (1; 3) is no longer in the set. Therefore, the urrent implementation perform no subtra tion on tuples: we take ` (1  2 ) (p1 ; p2 ) ; 1  2 .
For a more re ned behavior, we ould perform subtra tion on one of the omponents if all other omponents are mat hed against at h-all patterns. For instan e,
we ould take ` (1  2 ) (p1 ; x2 ) ; 10  2 if ` 1 p1 ; 10 .
Unlike in SML, re ords in Caml are de lared and mat hed by name. We analyze
them like datatypes, by annotating the name of the re ord type by a row of a
parti ular form. The row ontains exa tly one element re ording the annotated
type of every eld. Pattern subtra tion for re ord types behaves as in the ase of
tuples.
To summarize, the extended type algebra for datatypes, tuples and re ords is as
follows:
Type expressions:  ::= : : :
j ~ t['℄
approximated type onstru tor
j ~ t
non-approximated type onstru tor
j 1  : : :  n tuple type
Row elements:
" ::= : : : j flbl 1 : 1 ; : : : ; lbl n : n g
4.3 Mutable data stru tures

Mutable data stru tures (referen es, arrays, re ords with mutable elds) are
trivially handled: it suÆ es to introdu e the standard value restri tion on letgeneralization [Wright 1995℄. This results in a pre ise approximation of mutable
'
2 ) array, where ' is
data. For instan e, an array of fun tions has type (1 !
the union of the latent e e ts of all fun tions stored in the array. In ontrast,
ontrol- ow analyses would lose tra k of whi h fun tions are stored in the array,
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and thus also of the ex eptions they may raise, unless supplemented by a region
analysis (aliasing analysis).
4.4 Obje ts and lasses

Be ause our system already uses re ursive types, OCaml-style obje ts do not add
signi ant omplexity to our framework. We just need to extend the type algebra
with obje t types, that is, polymorphi re ords of methods [Remy and Vouillon
1998℄. The type of ea h method is annotated by its latent e e t. No extension to
rows and row elements are needed. Sin e there are no obje t patterns in patternmat hing, pattern subtra tion needs not be modi ed.
The OCaml lass language interferes very little with the ex eption analysis. No
signi ant modi ations to the lass type- he ker are needed.
4.5 Modules and fun tors

Stru tures are assigned annotated signatures ontaining annotated types for the
value omponents. Type abbreviations are urrently handled by systemati expansion of their de nitions4 .
For mat hing a stru ture S against a signature , there are two possible semanti s. The opaque semanti s says that the only things known about the restri tion
(S : ) is what  publi izes. In our ase, sin e user-provided signatures  ontain
no annotations, this amounts to forgetting the result of the analysis of S and assume
> annotation on all value omponents of the restri ted stru ture. The transparent
semanti s simply he k that S mat hes , but the restri tion (S : ) retains all
information known about S . We implemented the transparent semanti s, as the
opaque semanti s results in too mu h information loss. (The opaque semanti s also
pre ludes hoosing datatype annotations based on the de nition of the datatype.)
Similar problems arise with fun tors. All is known about the parameter of a
fun tor is its synta ti signature. Hen e, a naive analysis would assume > annotation on all omponents of the fun tor argument. For better pre ision, one ould use
te hniques based on onjun tive types su h as [Shao and Appel 1993℄. Other issues
with fun tors are still un lear, su h as the generativity of ex eption de laration in
fun tor bodies, and the impa t of the \ex eption polymorphism" o ered by fun tors
(a fun tor an take one or several ex eptions as arguments, and have a di erent
ex eption behavior depending on whether those arguments are instantiated later
with identi al or di erent ex eptions).
For simpli ity, we hose not to analyze fun tors when they are de ned, but instead
expand the fun tor body at ea h appli ation and re-analyze the -redu ed body.
Although this transformation in reases the size of the analyzed sour e, the Caml
programs we are interested in use only small fun tors and this simple approa h to
analyzing fun tors works well in pra ti e.
4 This might ause performan e problems in onjun tion with OCaml obje ts, whi h relies intensively on type abbreviations to make type expressions more manageable [Remy and Vouillon
1998℄. If this turns out to be a problem, we ould also handle abbreviations by adding extra row
parameters to the type onstru tors, as des ribed in [Fahndri h et al. 1998℄ and in se tion 4.1.3.
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4.6 Separate analysis

Transparent signature mat hing pre ludes \true" separate analysis, where any module an be analyzed separately knowing only the synta ti signatures of the modules
it imports. We an still do \bottom-up" separate analysis, however: a module an
be analyzed separately provided the implementations of its imports have been analyzed already, and their annotated signatures inferred.
Sin e an annotated signature for a module may ontain free row variables (e.g. if
the module de nes mutable stru tures), separately analyzing several lients of that
module may result in independent instantiations of those free variables. Those instantiations are re orded in the result of the analysis of ea h module, and re on iled
in a nal \linking" pass before displaying the results of the analysis.
4.7 Polymorphi re ursion

Polymorphi re ursion as introdu ed by My roft [1984℄ is not needed to type- he k
the sour e OCaml language, but is desirable to enhan e the pre ision of our ex eption analyzer. With ML-style monomorphi re ursion, we obtain false positives on
fun tions that re ursively all themselves inside a try. . . with. Consider:
let re f =
x. try if ... then raise(C) else f(x)
with C ! () | y ! raise y

The latent e e t inferred for f is C;  be ause the e e t of f(x) is uni ed with that
of raise(C) at a time where the type of f is not yet generalized. With polymorphi

re ursion, we an assign f the type s heme 8 ; : !
unit both outside and inside
the re ursion; it is a fresh instan e of that type s heme that gets uni ed with the
e e t of raise(C), thus not polluting the type s heme of f.
Although type inferen e with polymorphi re ursion is unde idable [Kfoury et al.
1993℄, there exists semi-algorithms that work very well in pra ti e, su h as Henglein's semi-algorithm [Henglein 1993℄. We experimented with a home-grown inomplete algorithm based on restri ted xpoint iteration, whi h always terminates
but may return non-prin ipal types, and obtained good results. This algorithm is
des ribed in the se ond author's PhD thesis [Pessaux 1999℄.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this se tion, we present some experimental results obtained with our implementation. Currently, our analyzer implements all extensions des ribed in se tion 4
ex ept obje ts5 . The analyzer is ompiled with the OCaml 2.00 native- ode ompiler and runs on a Pentium II 333 Mhz workstation under Linux.
5.1 Analysis speed

Figure 5 gives timings for the analysis of various small to medium-sized OCaml
programs. We give timings both without and with polymorphi re ursion. For
omparison, we also give the time OCaml takes to parse and type- he k those
5 The

analysis of obje ts and lasses was prototyped separately and remains to be merged in our
main implementation.
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Test program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Size
(lines)
Hu man ompression
233
Knuth-Bendix
441
Do teur (Eliza lone)
556
Lexer generator
1169
Nu lei
2919
OCaml standard library
3082
Analyzer of .h les
3088
Our ex eption analyzer
12235
OCaml byte ode ompiler 17439

Analysis Analysis speed Typing
time
(lines/se .)
time
0.07/0.08 s 3300/2900 l/s 0.08 s
0.14/0.16 s 3200/2800 l/s 0.14 s
0.81/0.83 s
680/670 l/s 0.10 s
0.27/0.32 s 4300/3700 l/s 0.20 s
1.90/1.88 s 1530/1550 l/s 0.62 s
2.52/2.52 s 1200/1200 l/s 1.89 s
0.54/0.58 s 5700/5300 l/s 0.27 s
10.3/16.1 s
1200/760 l/s 3.86 s
12.6/22.9 s
1400/760 l/s 4.00 s

Fig. 5. Experimental results (without polymorphi re ursion/with polymorphi
re ursion)
programs. (The analysis times given in lude parsing and pre-pro essing as well as
analysis.)
The overall performan es are quite good, in the order of 1000{2000 lines of sour e
per se ond. Programs that ontain large data stru tures given in extension (Nu lei ,
Do teur) take longer to analyze due to the large size of the rows annotating the types
of those data stru tures. On average, the ex eption analysis takes twi e as mu h
time as OCaml type inferen e; the ratio ranges between 1 (on simple programs)
and 8 (on Do teur, be ause of the large onstant data stru tures). Polymorphi
re ursion in reases the analysis time by a fa tor of 1.5 on ben hmark 8 and 1.8 on
ben hmark 9, but has negligible impa t on the other ben hmarks. The slowdown
remains a eptable ompared with the in rease in pre ision.
5.2 Pre ision of the analysis

Generally speaking, ex eptions reported as es aping by our analyzer fall in four
lasses:
|True positives: these are ex eptions that an a tually es ape during an exe ution
of the program. These indi ate potential errors in the program, and require
programmer intervention.
|True negatives: a onsequen e of using presen e annotations in rows is that the
analysis an also display ex eptions that are raised in the program, but provably
always handled. The programmer an be on dent that those ex eptions are
orre tly treated in the program.
|Unavoidable false positives: these ex eptions annot a tually es ape during any
exe ution of the program, but dis overing this fa t is beyond the aims of our
analysis. Typi al examples are the ex eptions raised on a division by zero or
an out-of-bounds array a ess: our analysis assumes that those ex eptions an
always be raised by a division or an array a ess, although the stru ture of the
program may be su h that the divisor is never null and the array index is always
within bounds. Removing those false positives requires either extra analyses,
programmer-supplied invariants, or even general program proof.
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|Avoidable false positives: these false positives result from a la k of pre ision in
our analysis, and ould on eivably be avoided with a more pre ise tra king of
the ow of values and ex eptions. Some of those false positives are aused by
the bidire tional ow of information inherent in our uni ation-based analysis;
others orrespond to insuÆ iently polymorphi typing of re ursive de nitions.
We have manually inspe ted the output of the analyzer on our ben hmark programs. Programs 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 have a relatively simple ex eption behavior, and
our analysis reports no avoidable false positives for those programs, but only true
positives and \division by zero" and \array bound error" ex eptions.
For Knuth-Bendix, whi h has a quite ompli ated ex eption stru ture, 8 exeptions (Failure with 8 di erent string arguments) appearing in the sour e are
orre tly reported as non-es aping; 7 ex eptions (one Invalid_argument and 6
Failure) are reported as potentially es aping, and an a tually o ur in some
ir umstan es. Without polymorphi re ursion, the analysis reports two false positives (one Not_found and one Failure), whi h orrespond to re ursive fun tions
ontaining try . . . with around re ursive alls. Adding polymorphi re ursion as
dis ussed in se tion 4.7 removes one of those false positives. The other one is still
there, be ause our in omplete inferen e algorithm for polymorphi re ursion fails
to give a type polymorphi enough to one of the fun tions. We believe the inferen e
algorithm ould be strengthened to eliminate the other false positive as well.
The larger examples 8 and 9 exhibit another sour e of avoidable false positives:
mutable data stru tures (referen es and arrays) ontaining fun tions. As mentioned in se tion 4.3, the row variables appearing in approximations of mutable
data stru tures are not generalized, hen e \ olle t" all ex eptions at their use sites.
For instan e:
let r = ref(x. ...) in
let f = y. if ond then !r y else raise(C)
in !r 0

The body of let r is typed under the initial assumption that r has type int !
int
where  is not generalized. When typing f, the e e t of raise C is uni ed with that
of !r y, hen e  be omes C : Pre; 0 and the appli ation !r 0 appears to raise C.

6. RELATED WORK
6.1 Ex eption analyses for ML

Several ex eption analyses for ML are des ribed in the literature. Guzman and
Suarez [1994℄ develop a simple type and e e t system to keep tra k of es aping
ex eptions. Their system does not handle ex eptions as rst- lass values, nor exeptions arrying arguments. An e e t system with the same hara teristi s is
presented in se tion 5.4.2 of [Nielson et al. 1999℄. The rst ex eption analysis
proposed by Yi [1998℄ is based on general abstra t interpretation te hniques, and
runs too slowly to be usable in pra ti e. Later, Yi and Ryu [1997℄ developed a
more eÆ ient analysis roughly equivalent to a onventional ontrol- ow analysis to
approximate the all graph and the values of ex eptions, followed by a data- ow
analysis to estimate un aught ex eptions.
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Fahndri h and Aiken [1997; 1998℄ have applied their BANE toolkit for onstraintbased program analyses to the problem of analyzing un aught ex eptions in SML.
Their system uses a ombination of in lusion onstraints (as in ontrol- ow analyses) to approximate the ontrol ow, and equality onstraints (uni ation) between
annotated types to keep tra k of ex eption values.
To ompare performan es between [Yi and Ryu 1997℄, [Fahndri h and Aiken
1997℄ and our analyzer, we used two of our ben hmarks for whi h we have a faithful
SML translation: Knuth-Bendix and Nu lei . The times reported below are of the
form t1 =t2 , where t1 is the time spent in ex eption analysis only, and t2 is the total
program analysis time, in luding parsing and type- he king in addition to ex eption
analysis.
Test program
Yi-Ryu
BANE
Our system
(version 0.98) (version 1.5)
Knuth-Bendix
0.7/1.0 s
1.6/2.2 s
0.06/0.14 s
Nu lei
1.8/5.2 s
3.3/7.6 s
1.4/1.9 s
From these gures, our ex eption analysis appears to be the fastest of the three.
However, there are many external fa tors that in uen e the total running times of
the analyses (su h as the Yi-Ryu and BANE analyses being ompiled by SML/NJ
while ours is ompiled by Obje tive Caml), so the gures above are not fully onlusive.
The main di eren e between the analyses of [Yi and Ryu 1997℄, [Fahndri h and
Aiken 1997℄, and ours is the approximation of arguments arried by ex eptions:
they approximate only ex eption and fun tion values arried by ex eptions, but our
analysis is the only one that also approximates ex eption arguments that are strings,
integers, or datatypes. As explained in se tion 2.3, approximating all arguments of
ex eptions is ru ial to obtain pre ise analysis of many real appli ations.
In theory, our uni ation-based analysis should be less pre ise than analyses
based on in lusion onstraints su h as [Yi and Ryu 1997; Fahndri h and Aiken
1997℄: the bidire tional propagation of information performed by uni ation auses
ex eption e e ts to \leak" in types where those ex eptions annot a tually o ur.
It is easy to onstru t arti ial examples of su h leaks, e.g. by repla ing let-bound
identi ers by -bound identi ers. However, those examples do not seem to o ur in
a tual programs. The only leaks we observed in a tual programs were related either
to de ien ies of our in omplete algorithm for typing polymorphi re ursion, or to
fun tions ontained inside mutable data stru tures. On those two ases, the analysis
of [Fahndri h and Aiken 1997℄ obtains more pre ise results than our analysis.
6.2 Other related work

Our use of rows with row variables and presen e annotations to approximate values
of base types and sum types is essentially identi al to Remy's typing of extensible
variants [Remy 1989℄. Another appli ation of Remy's en oding is the soft typing
system for S heme of Wright and Cartwright [1997℄. Like our analysis, this soft
typing system uses presen e ags to keep tra k of whether a value an be a ons,
an integer, an atom, et . Being intended for S heme, their analysis is spe ialized to
a xed algebra of S-expressions, while ours also handles extensible and user-de ned
data types. Cartwright and Felleisen [1996℄ brie y ompare the uni ation-based
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approa h to soft typing with another approa h using set-based analysis.
There is a natural onne tion between ex eption analysis and type inferen e for
extensible variants: using the well-known fun tional en oding of ex eptions (where
ea h subexpression is transformed to return a value of a variant type, either an
ex eption tag or NormalResult(v) where v is the value of the subexpression), estimating un aught ex eptions is equivalent to inferring pre ise variant types. Pottier
[1998℄ outlines an ex eption analysis thus derived from a type inferen er for ML
with subtyping.
Re nement types [Freeman and Pfenning 1991℄ and the dependent types of Xi
and Pfenning [1999℄ also introdu e annotations on types to hara terize subsets of
ML's data types. Our approa h is less ambitious than re nement types, in that it
does not try to apture \deep" stru tural invariants of re ursive data stru tures;
on the other hand, type inferen e is mu h easier.
The prin iples of e e t systems were studied extensively ir a 1990 [Lu assen
and Gi ord 1988; Talpin and Jouvelot 1994℄, but few pra ti al appli ations have
been developed sin e. An impressive appli ation is the region analysis of [Tofte
and Talpin 1997; Tofte and Birkedal 1998℄. Like ours, its pre ision is improved by
typing re ursion polymorphi ally.
Several program analyses based on uni ation and running in quasi-linear time
have been proposed as faster alternatives to more onventional data ow analyses. Two well-known examples are Henglein's tagging analysis [Henglein 1992℄ and
Steensgaard's aliasing analysis [Steensgaard 1996℄. Uni ation-based analyses have
also been applied to the dete tion of year 2000 problems in Cobol programs [Eidorf et al. 1999; Ramalingam et al. 1999℄. Baker [1990℄ suggests other examples of
uni ation-based analyses.
The Chur h proje t has investigated the use of interse tion types for program
analyses [Dimo k et al. 1997℄. It an be argued that interse tion types are a more
natural way to analyze re ursive fun tions than polymorphi re ursion. However,
type inferen e for interse tion types is also unde idable, and inferen e algorithms
for nite-rank fragments have only re ently been proposed [Kfoury and Wells 1999℄.
The extended stati he king proje t [Leino and Nelson 1998℄ develops stati
debugging tools for Modula-3 and Java that keep tra k of un aught ex eptions.
Extended stati he king is more ambitious than our analysis, in that it also dete ts dereferen ing of null pointers, out-of-bound array a esses, and mutex lo king
errors in multi-threaded programs. Consequently, it relies on programmer-supplied
annotations (e.g. pre onditions to fun tions and methods).
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

It is often said that uni ation-based program analyses are faster, but less preise than more general onstraint-based analyses su h as CFA or SBA. For exeption analysis, our experien e indi ates that a ombination of uni ation, letpolymorphism, and polymorphi re ursion is in pra ti e almost as pre ise as analyses based on in lusion onstraints. (The only ase where our analysis is noti eably
less pre ise than in lusion onstraints is when referen es to fun tions are used intensively.) The running times of our algorithm seem ex ellent (although its theoreti al
omplexity is at least as high as that of ML type inferen e). In turn, this good eÆien y of our analysis allows us to keep more information on ex eption arguments
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than the other ex eption analyses, in reasing greatly the pre ision of the analysis on
ertain ML programs. Thus, we see an interesting ase of \less is more", where an a
priori impre ise te hnology (uni ation) allows to improve eventually the pre ision
of the analysis.
Some engineering issues remain to be solved before our analysis an be applied
to large ML appli ations. The main pra ti al issue is displaying the results of the
analysis in a readable way. The volume of information ontained in annotated type
expressions an be overwhelming. The implementation of our analysis developed by
the se ond author provides a graphi al browser for annotated types that allows the
programmer to sele t di erent levels of display for ea h annotated type, abstra ting
some of the information. It remains to see the e e tiveness of this tool on large
programs.
Another dire tion for future work is to ombine our analysis with array bound
analyses and integer interval analyses, in order to eliminate some of the \unavoidable false positives" urrently reported.
APPENDIX
A. THE UNIFICATION ALGORITHM

In this appendix, we give the uni ation algorithm for our type algebra modulo the
two equations (1) and (2). We de ne the head onstru tor H (") of a row element "
as follows:
H (i : ) = i
H (C : ) = C
H (D( )) = D
The algorithm is in the style of Robinson's uni ation algorithm, and handles the
left ommutativity axiom (equation (1)) like in [Remy 1993b℄. Namely, to unify two
onstru ted rows "1 ; '1 and "2 ; '2 when the head onstru tors of "1 and "2 di er,
we pi k a fresh row variable  of the appropriate kind and solve the two equations
'1 = "2 ;  and '2 = "1; . As shown in appendix C, theorem 21, any solution of
those equations also solves "1 ; '1 = "2 ; '2 .
To make pre ise the generation of \fresh" row variables during uni ation, we
add an extra parameter V and an extra result V 0 to the uni ation algorithm, whi h
be omes mguV (Q) = ( ; V 0 ). The parameter V is a set of variables that must not
be used as fresh variables during uni ation. We always assume V nite, so that
it is always possible to hoose a row variable not in V and of any given kind. The
se ond result V 0 is the union of V and of the set of variables that have been used
as fresh variables during uni ation. We write mguV (Q) Æ  to stand for ( Æ ; V 0 )
where ( ; V 0 ) = mguV (Q).
mguV (;) = (id ; V )

Uni ation between types:
mguV (f = g [ Q)
mguV (f =  g [ Q)
mguV (f = g [ Q)
mguV (fint['1 ℄ = int['2 ℄g [ Q)
mguV (fexn['1 ℄ = exn['2 ℄g [ Q)

=
=
=
=
=

mguV (Q)
mguV (Qf
 g) Æ f
mguV (Qf
 g) Æ f
mguV (f'1 = '2 g [ Q)
mguV (f'1 = '2 g [ Q)

 g if
 g if

2= F V ( )
2= F V ( )
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mguV (f1

'2 0
'1 0
 g [ Q)
!
 = !
1

2

2

Uni ation between rows:
mguV (f = g [ Q)
mguV (f = 'g [ Q)
mguV (f' = g [ Q)
mguV (f> = >g [ Q)
mguV (f(i :  ; ') = >g [ Q)
mguV (f> = (i :  ; ')g [ Q)
mguV (f("1 ; '1 ) = ("2 ; '2 )g [ Q)
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= mguV (f1 = 2 ; '1 = '2 ; 10 = 20 g [ Q)
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

mguV (Q)
mguV (Qf 'g) Æ f 'g if
mguV (Qf 'g) Æ f 'g if
mguV (Q)
mguV (f = Pre; ' = >g [ Q)
mguV (f = Pre; ' = >g [ Q)
mguV (f"1 = "2 ; '1 = '2 g [ Q)

 2= F V (')
 2= F V (')

if H ("1 ) = H ("2 )
mguV (f("1 ; '1 ) = ("2 ; '2 )g [ Q) = mguV [fg (f'1 = ("2 ; ); '2 = ("1 ; )g [ Q)
if H ("1 ) 6= H ("2 )
and  2= V and  not free in the left-hand side
and  has kind T (S [ fH ("1 ); H ("2 )g)
where T (S ) is the kind of "1 ; '1 and "2 ; '2
and T stands for either EXN or INT

Uni ation between row elements:
mguV (f(i : 1 ) = (i : 2 )g [ Q) = mguV (f1 = 2 g [ Q)
mguV (f(C : 1 ) = (C : 2 )g [ Q) = mguV (f1 = 2 g [ Q)
mguV (fD(1 ) = D(2 )g [ Q) = mguV (f1 = 2 g [ Q)
Uni ation between presen e annotations:
mguV (fÆ =  g [ Q) = mguV (QfÆ
mguV (f = Æ g [ Q) = mguV (QfÆ
mguV (fPre = Preg [ Q) = mguV (Q)

g) Æ fÆ
g) Æ fÆ

g
g

If none of the ases above is appli able, mguV (Q) is unde ned.
B. THE TYPE INFERENCE ALGORITHM

The type inferen e algorithm de ned below is similar to Damas and Milner's W
algorithm. One di eren e is that it infers not only the type for the given expression,
but also its e e t. Another di eren e is that we make expli it the notion of \fresh"
variable, so that the laim of ompleteness of W an be made pre ise. Hen e,
we add an extra parameter V and an extra result V 0 to the algorithm W , whi h
be omes W (E; a; V ) = (; '; ; V 0 ). As in the ase of the uni ation algorithm, the
parameter V is a set of type variables whi h annot be used as fresh variable by
this exe ution of the W algorithm. The result V 0 is V plus all type variables that
have been used as fresh variables by this exe ution of W , and therefore must not
be used again as fresh variables later.
The result of the algorithm W (E; a; V ) is the quadruple (; '; ; V 0 ) de ned by
indu tion on a as follows:
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|If a is x (with x 2 Dom(E )):
let  2= V be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(;)
take (; V 0 ) = Inst(E (x); V [ fg) and ' =  and  = id .
|If a is i:
let  2= V be a fresh row variable of kind INT(fig)
let 0 2= V be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(;)
take  = int[i : Pre; ℄ and ' = 0 and  = id and V 0 = V [ f; 0g.
|If a is x: a1 :
let 2= V be a fresh type variable
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E  fx : g; a1 ; V [ f g)
let  2= V1 be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(;)
'1
take  = 1 ( ) !
1 and ' =  and  = 1 and V 0 = V1 [ fg.
|If a is a1 (a2 ):
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
let (2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W (1 (E ); a2 ; V1 )
let 2= V2 be a fresh type variable
'2
; 2 ('1 ) = '2 g
let (; V3 ) = mguV2 [f g f2 (1 ) = 2 !
take  = ( ) and ' = ('2 ) and  =  Æ 2 Æ 1 and V 0 = V3 .
|If a is let x = a1 in a2 :
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
let (2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W (1 (E )  fx : Gen(1 ; 1 (E ); '1 )g; a2 ; V1 )
let (; V3 ) = mguV2 f2 ('1 ) = '2 g
take  = (2 ) and ' = ('2 ) and  =  Æ 2 Æ 1 and V 0 = V3 .
|If a is mat h a1 with p ! a2 j x ! a3 :
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
let (E 0 ;  0 ; ; V10 ) = Patsubtr(p; 1 ; V1 )
let (2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W ( (1 (E ))  E 0 ; a2 ; V10 )
let (3 ; '3 ; 3 ; V3 ) = W (2 ( (1 (E )))  fx : 2 ( 0 )g; a3; V2 )
let (; V4 ) = mguV3 f3 (2 ) = 3 ; 3 ('2 ) = '3 ; 3 (2 ( ('1 ))) = '3 g
take  = (3 ) and ' = ('3 ) and  =  Æ 3 Æ 2 Æ Æ 1 and V 0 = V4 .
|If a is C :
let  2= V be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(fC g)
let 0 2= V be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(;)
take  = exn[C : Pre; ℄ and ' = 0 and  = id and V 0 = V [ f; 0 g.
|If a is D(a1 ):
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
let (2 ; V2 ) = Inst(TypeArg (D); V1 )
let (; V3 ) = mguV2 f2 = 1 g
let  2= V3 be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(fDg)
let 0 2= V3 [ fg be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(;)
take  = exn[D((1 )); ℄ and ' = 0 and  =  Æ 1 and V 0 = V3 [ f; 0g.
|If a is try a1 with x ! a2 :
let (1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
let (2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W (1 (E )  fx : exn['1 ℄g; a2 ; V1 )
let (; V3 ) = mguV2 f2 (1 ) = 2 g
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take  = (2 ) and ' = ('2 ) and  =  Æ 2 Æ 1 and V 0 = V3 .
If none of the ases above applies, or if one of the uni ation steps fails, then type
inferen e fails and W (E; a; V ) is unde ned.
The type inferen e algorithm I for losed terms mentioned in se tion 3.7, theorem 5, is de ned in terms of W as follows: if W (;; a; ;) = (; '; ; V 0 ), then
I (a) = (; '); if W (;; a; ;) is unde ned, then so is I (a).
The auxiliary fun tion Inst(; V ) (trivial instan e)
0 ; j 0j ; Æk Æ0 g; V [ f 0i ; 0j ; Æ0 g) where
Inst(8 i ; j ; Æk : ; V ) is ( f i
k
k
0i ; 0j ; Æ0 are fresh variables not in Vi su h that
0j and j have the same kind for
k

all j .

The auxiliary fun tion Patsubtr (typing of patterns and pattern subtra tion)
Patsubtr(p; ; V ) is the quadruple (E;  0 ; ; V 0 ) de ned by indu tion on p as follows:

|If p is x:
let 2= V be a fresh type variable
take E = fx :  g and  0 = and  = id and V 0 = V [ f g.
|If p is i:
let  2= V be a fresh row variable of kind INT(fig)
and Æ 2= V [ fg be a fresh presen e variable
let (; V1 ) = mguV [f;Æg f = int[i : Æ; ℄g
let Æ0 2= V1 be a fresh presen e variable
take E = ; and  0 = int[i : Æ0 ; ()℄ and  =  and V 0 = V1 [ fÆg.
|If p is C :
let  2= V be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(fC g)
and Æ 2= V [ fg be a fresh presen e variable
let (; V1 ) = mguV [f;Æg f = exn[C : Æ; ℄g
let Æ0 2= V1 be a fresh presen e variable
take E = ; and  0 = exn[C : Æ0 ; ()℄ and  =  and V 0 = V1 [ fÆg.
|If p is D(p1 ):
let 1 = Inst(TypeArg (D))
let (E1 ; 10 ; 1 ; V1 ) = Patsubtr(p1 ; 1 ; V )
let  2= V1 be a fresh row variable of kind EXN(fDg)
let (; V2 ) = mguV1 [fg f = exn[D(1 (1 )); ℄g
take E = (E1 ) and  0 = exn[D((10 )); ()℄ and  =  Æ 1 and V 0 = V2 .
C. PROOFS

In this appendix, we prove the laims made in se tions 3.6 and 3.7. More detailed
proofs an be found in the se ond author's thesis [Pessaux 1999℄.
C.1 Properties of the typing judgement

We say that an environment E is well-formed if for all x

8~ ; ~; ~Æ:  with `  wf.

2

Dom(E ), E (x) is

Lemma 6. (Typings are well-kinded.)
Let E be a well-formed environment.
Then, E ` a : =' implies `  wf and ` ' :: EXN(;).
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Proof. We rst show (by indu tion on p) that if `  wf and ` p :  ) E , then
E is well formed, and if `  p ;  0 , then `  0 wf. The result then follows by an
easy indu tion on the derivation of E ` a : ='.
Lemma 7. (Commutation between instantiation and substitution.) If    ,
then ( )  () for all substitutions .
Proof. Straightforward by de nition of .
InS the following lemma, we write Rng() for the range of the substitution , that
is, fF V ((v)) j v 2 Dom()g. We say that a type variable v is out of rea h of a
substitution  if v 2= Dom(v) [ Rng(v). In other terms, v is out of rea h of  if and
only if (v) = v, and for all variables v0 6= v, v is not free in (v0 ).
Lemma 8. (Commutation between generalization and substitution.) If all variables in F V ( ) n (F V (E ) [ F V (')) are out of rea h of the substitution , then
Gen(( ); (E ); (')) = (Gen(; E; ')).
Proof. It is easy to see that a variable
out of rea h of  is free in a type 
if and only if it is free in ( ). Hen e, F V (( )) n (F V ((E )) [ F V (('))) =
F V ( ) n (F V (E ) [ F V (')), and the result follows.
Lemma 9. (Typing is stable by substitution.) Let  be a substitution.
(1 ) If ` p :  ) E then ` p : ( ) ) (E ).
(2 ) If `  p ;  0 then ` ( ) p ; ( 0 ).
(3 ) If E ` a : =' then (E ) ` a : ( )=(').
Proof. The proof of 1 and 2 is by stru tural indu tion on p. The proof of 3 is
by stru tural indu tion on a and uses 1 and 2. For the base ase a = x, we apply
lemma 7. For the ase a = (let x = a1 in a2 ), we rst rename the generalized
variables in the typing of a1 so that they are out of rea h of , then apply lemma 8
to the typing of a2 .
We say that a s hema  is more general than a s hema 0 , and write   0 , if
all instan es of 0 are also instan es of .
Lemma 10. (Typing is stable under more general hypotheses.)
Assume
Dom(E1 ) = Dom(E2 ) and E2 (x)  E1 (x) for all x 2 Dom(E1 ). Then,
E1 ` a : =' implies E2 ` a : ='.
Proof. The proof is by stru tural indu tion on a. The base ase a = x is
straightforward by hypothesis E2 (x)  E1 (x). For the ase a = (let x = a1 in a2 ),
noti e that   0 implies F V ()  F V (0 ); therefore, F V (E2 )  F V (E1 ), and it
follows that Gen(; E2 ; ')  Gen(; E1 ; ').

C.2 Type soundness
Lemma 11. (Values have no e e ts.) Let v be a value. Assume E0
Then, for all rows '0 of kind EXN(;), we have E0 ` v : ='0 as well.

` v : ='.

Proof. The result follows by examination of the typing rules that an apply to
a value (rules 2, 3, 7 and 8).
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In the sequel, we write ` v :  as an abbreviation for \there exists some ' su h
that E0 ` v : ='". By lemma 11, if there exists one su h ', then E0 ` v : ='
holds for all ' of kind EXN(;).
0
0
Lemma 12. (Substitution lemma.) Assume ` v :  and E fx : 8 1 : : : n : g `
a : =' where the variables 1 : : : n are not free in E . Then, E ` afx vg : ='.
Proof. The proof is by stru tural indu tion on a. We write Ex = E  fx :
8 1 : : : n : 0 g. The base ase a = x follows from lemmas 9 and 11. For the ase
a = (let x = a1 in a2 ), noti e that Gen(; E; ')  Gen(; Ex ; ') sin e F V (E ) 
F V (Ex ), and use lemma 10.
0
Lemma 13. (Substitution lemma for pattern-mat hing.) Assume ` v :  and
0
0
0
` p :  ) E and E  E ` a : ='. If  = M (v; p) is de ned, then E `  (a) : ='.
Proof. The proof is an easy indu tive argument on p, using lemma 12 for the
base ase p = x.
We say that a value v belongs to a row ' if one of the following holds:
|v is an integer i and ' = i : Pre; '0 for some '0 ;
|v is a onstant ex eption C and ' = C : Pre; '0 for some '0 ;
|v is a parameterized ex eption D(v0 ) and ' = D( 0 ); '0 for some '0 and  0 su h
that ` v0 :  0 .
Lemma 14. (Shape of values by type.) Let v be a value. Assume ` v :  .
|If  is int['℄, then v is an integer i, and this integer i belongs to '.
|If  is exn['℄, then v is either C or D(v0 ), and in both ases v belongs to '.
'
2 , then v is a fun tion x:a, and E0  fx : 1 g ` a : 2 ='.
|If  is 1 !
Proof. The result holds for ea h of the typing rules that an apply to a value
(rules 2, 3, 7 and 8).
Lemma 2. (Corre tness of subtra tion.) If ` v :  and M (v; p) is unde ned
(value v does not mat h pattern p) and `  p ;  0 , then ` v :  0 .
Proof. The proof pro eeds by indu tion and ase analysis on the pattern p.
If p = x, the result holds va uously, as M (v; p) is de ned regardless of v.
If p = i, by rule 14, we have  = int[i : ; '℄ and  0 = int[i : 0 ; '℄ for some
', , and 0 . Sin e v has type  , lemma 14 shows that v is an integer j and
moreover j belongs to the row i : ; '. Sin e M (v; p) is unde ned, we have i 6= j .
Hen e j belongs to the row '. In other terms, ' = j : Pre; '0 for some '0 , and
 0 = int[j : Pre; i : 0 ; '0 ℄. Thus we an derive ` j :  0 by rule 2.
The ase p = C is similar to the previous ase.
Finally, if p = D(p1 ), by rule 17, we have  = exn[D(1 ); '℄ and  0 =
exn[D(10 ); '℄ with ` 1 p1 ; 10 . From the hypothesis that v has type  ,
lemma 14 shows that v is either a onstru ted term D(v1 ) with ` v1 : 1 , or a
onstant onstru tor C or onstru ted term D0 (v1 ), D0 6= D, that belongs to '.
In the latter ase, v also belongs to D(10 ); ' and the result follows by rule 7 or 8.
In the former ase, M (v1 ; p1 ) is unde ned, otherwise M (v; p) would be de ned.
Applying the indu tion hypothesis to v1 and p1 , we obtain ` v1 : 10 . The expe ted
result ` v :  0 follows by rule 8.
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Lemma 16.

to '.

Proof.

(E e ts of ex eptions.) E0 ` raise v : =' if and only if v belongs

A typing derivation for E0 ` raise v : =' has the following shape:
'
exn['℄ ! 

 E (raise)
'
E ` raise : exn['℄ !
 E ` v : exn['℄='
E ` raise v : ='
By lemma 14, if E ` v : exn['℄=', then v belongs to '. Conversely, if v belongs
to ', we an derive E ` v : exn['℄=' using rule 7 or 8.
Theorem 1. (Subje t redu tion.) Redu tion preserves typing: if E ` a : ='
and a ) a0 , then E ` a0 : ='
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof. We show the result rst for head redu tions (redu tion rules 1{11), by
ase on the redu tion rule used. For rules 1 and 2 ( -redu tion), use lemma 12. For
rule 3, the result follows from lemma 13. For rule 4, lemma 2 shows that ` v :  0
where  0 is the type obtained by subtra ting p from  . Then, the result follows
from lemma 12. The ase of rule 5 is straightforward. For rules 6 to 10, noti e
that in all those rules, a0 is raise v and a is an expression ontaining raise v as
a subexpression outside of a try onstru t. Thus, in a derivation of E0 ` a : =',
a subexpression raise v is assigned the e e t '. By lemma 16, it follows that v
belongs to ', and that E0 ` raise v : ='. Finally, the result in the ase of rule 11
follows from lemma 12.
The result then extends to redu tions under a ontext (rule 12) by a straightforward stru tural indu tion over .
Theorem 3. (Corre tness of ex eption analysis.) Let a be a omplete program.
 raise v. Then, v belongs to '.
Assume E0 ` a : =' and a )
Proof. By the subje t redu tion theorem 1, it follows that E0 ` raise v : ='.
Lemma 16 then shows that v belongs to '.
Lemma 4. (Progress.) If E0 ` a : =', then either a is a value v , or a is an
un aught ex eption raise v, or there exists a0 su h that a ) a0 .
Proof. The proof is by stru tural indu tion and ase analysis on a.
If a is an identi er x, sin e it is well-typed in E0 , we must have a = raise and
this is a value. If a is a onstant i, C or a -abstra tion, a is a value.
If a is D(a1 ), we have that a1 is well-typed in E0 , hen e by indu tion hypothesis,
either a1 is a value, or it redu es, or it is raise v. In the rst ase, a is a value; in
the se ond ase, a redu es by the ontext rule 12; in the third ase, a redu es by
rule 8.
If a is a1 (a2 ), applying the indu tion hypothesis to a1 and a2 , we have the
following ases to onsider. If a1 and a2 are values, sin e a1 has an arrow type,
it must be a -abstra tion (lemma 14), hen e a redu es by rule 1. If a1 is an
un aught ex eption raise v, a redu es by rule 6. If a1 is a value and a2 an un aught
ex eption, a1 must be a -abstra tion and a redu es by rule 7. Otherwise, either
a1 redu es or a1 is a -abstra tion and a2 redu es; in both ases, a redu es by the
ontext rule 12.
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If a is let x = a1 in a2 : by indu tion hypothesis, either a1 is a value and a an
-redu e (rule 2), or a1 is an un aught ex eption and a redu es by rule 9, or a1
redu es and a redu es also by the ontext rule.
If a is mat h a1 with p ! a2 j x ! a3 , either a1 is a value and a an redu e by
rule 3 or 4, or a1 is an un aught ex eption and a redu es by rule 10, or a1 redu es
and a redu es also by the ontext rule.
Finally, if a is try a1 with x ! a2 , either a1 is a value and a an redu e by
rule 5, or a1 is an un aught ex eption and a redu es by rule 11, or a1 redu es and
a redu es also by the ontext rule.
Theorem 20. (Type soundness.) Let a be a omplete program. Assume E0 `
 a0 and a0 is in normal form with respe t to the redu tion rules,
a : ='. If a )
0
then a is either a value v or an un aught ex eption raise v.
Proof. The result is a orollary of theorem 1 and lemma 4.
C.3 Properties of the type inferen e algorithm

In the following theorem, we write  =V 0 to mean (v) = 0 (v) for all variables
v 2 V . We say that a system of equations Q = fi = i0 ; 'j = '0j ; l = l0 g is
well-kinded if for all i, ` i wf and ` i0 wf, and for all j , there exists a kind j su h
that 'j :: j and '0j :: j .
Theorem 21. (Prin ipal uni ers.) Let Q be a set of well-kinded equations and
V a nite set of variables su h that F V (Q)  V .
|Corre tness: if (; V 0 ) = mguV (Q) is de ned, then  is a uni er of Q, and 
preserves kinds. Moreover, V 0 is nite, V  V 0 , and Dom() [ Rng()  V 0 .
|Completeness and prin ipality: if preserves kinds and is a solution of Q, then
(; V 0 ) = mguV (Q) is de ned and there exists a kind-preserving substitution 
su h that =V  Æ .
Proof. The proof is a standard indu tive argument on the exe ution of mgu
and ase analysis on the shape of Q. We show the only ase that di ers from
the usual proof of Robinson's algorithm: Q = f("1 ; '1 ) = ("2 ; '2 )g [ Q1 where
H ("1 ) 6= H ("2 ). Let t(S ) be the kind of "1 ; '1 and "2 ; '2 . Let  be a variable of kind
T (S [fH ("1); H ("2 )g) su h that  2= V . Consider Q0 = f'1 = ("2 ; ); '2 = ("1 ; )g[
Q1 . The equations in Q0 are well-kinded: the rst one has kind T (S [fH ("1 )g); the
se ond one has kind T (S [fH ("2)g). Moreover, F V (Q0 ) = F V (Q) [fg  V [fg.
For the orre tness part, assume (; V 0 ) = mguV [fg (Q0 ) is de ned. By indu tion
hypothesis,  is a solution of Q0 ,  preserves kinds, V 0 is nite, V [ fg  V 0 , and
Dom() [ Rng()  V 0 . Sin e  is a solution of Q0 , it is a solution of Q1 . Moreover,

("1 ; '1 ) = ("1 ); ('1 ) = ("1 ); ("2 ); ()
("2 ; '2 ) = ("2 ); ('2 ) = ("2 ); ("1 ); ()
Those two rows are equal modulo the left ommutativity equation. Hen e,  is a
solution of Q.
For the ompleteness part, assume that is a solution of Q. Sin e ("1 ; '1 )
and ("2 ; '2 ) are equal, they are both equal to a row of the form ("1 ); ("2 ); '
for some '. Take 0 =  f 'g. By onstru tion of ', the substitution 0
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is a solution of Q0 . Applying the indu tion hypothesis, (; V 0 ) = mguV [fg (Q0 ) is
de ned, and 0 =V [fg  Æ  for some  . Hen e mguV (Q) = (; V 0 ) is de ned, and
sin e 0 =V , we have =V  Æ  as expe ted.
The following lemma summarizes some simple properties of the W algorithm
that are useful to show the orre tness and ompleteness of W . The niteness
of the V parameter and of the V 0 result ensures that fresh variables an always
be found outside of V , and thus that W and mgu do not fail when pi king fresh
variables.
0
Lemma 22. (Stru tural properties of W .) Assume (; '; ; V ) = W (E; a; V ) is
de ned, V is nite, and F V (E )  V . Then:
|V  V 0 ;
|V 0 is nite;
|F V ( )  V 0 and F V (')  V 0 ;
|all variables not in V 0 are out of rea h of ;
|F V ((E ))  V 0 .
Proof. The result follows by examination of the ases of W and by the properties of mgu shown in theorem 21.
0
Theorem 23. (Corre tness of algorithm W .) If F V (E )  V and (; '; ; V ) =
W (E; a; V ) is de ned, then (E ) ` a : ='. Moreover, we have `  wf and ` ' ::
EXN(;), and  preserves kinds.
Proof. The proof is a standard indu tive argument on a, using the stability
of typing judgements by substitution (lemma 9) and the orre tness of mgu (theorem 21, rst part). Noti e that `  wf and ` ' :: EXN(;) follow from (E ) ` a : ='
by lemma 6. We show one ase to illustrate the proof. Assume a = a1 (a2 ). By
hypothesis, W (E; a; V ) is de ned, hen e we have
(1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )
(2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W (1 (E ); a2 ; V1 )
'2
; 2 ('1 ) = '2 g
2= V2 (; V3 ) = mguV2 [f g f2 (1 ) = 2 !
 = ( )
' = ('2 )
 =  Æ 2 Æ 1
Applying the indu tion hypothesis to the re ursive alls of W , we obtain derivations
of 1 (E ) ` a1 : 1 ='1 and 2 (1 (E )) ` a2 : 2 ='2 . Applying lemma 9 to those
derivations (with substitution  Æ 2 for the left derivation and  for the right
derivation), we obtain derivations of (E ) ` a1 : (2 (1 ))=(2 ('1 )) and (E ) `
a2 : (2 )=('2 ).
'2
; 2 ('1 ) = '2 g is well-kinded sin e 2 is
The set of equations f2 (1 ) = 2 !
kind-preserving, 1 and 2 are well-formed, and '1 and '2 have kind EXN(;). Hen e,
 is a uni er of this set of equations, and we have
'
(E ) ` a1 : (2 ) !
=' and (E ) ` a2 : (2 )='
from whi h we an derive (E ) ` a1 (a2 ) : =' by rule 4 as desired.
Theorem 24. (Completeness of algorithm W .) Let E be a well-kinded environment, a be an expression, and V be a nite set of type variables su h that
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F V (E )  V . If there exists a kind-preserving substitution 0 and types  0 ; '0 su h
that 0 (E ) ` a :  0 ='0 , then (; '; ; V 0 ) = W (E; a; V ) is de ned and there exists a
kind-preserving substitution su h that  0 = ( ) and '0 = (') and 0 =V Æ .
Proof. The proof pro eeds by stru tural indu tion on a. We show one ase to
illustrate the proof. Assume a = a1 (a2 ). By hypothesis, we have a derivation of
' 0 0
0 (E ) ` a1 :  00 !
 =' 0 (E ) ` a2 :  00 ='0
0 (E ) ` a1 (a2 ) :  0 ='0
0

We apply the indu tion hypothesis to the left premise, obtaining:
' 0
(1 ; '1 ; 1 ; V1 ) = W (E; a1 ; V )  00 !
 = 1 (1 ) '0 = 1 ('1 ) 0 =V 1 Æ 1
By lemma 22, the onditions are met to apply the indu tion hypothesis to
W ('1 (E ); a2 ; V1 ) and to the substitution 1 . We obtain:
(2 ; '2 ; 2 ; V2 ) = W (1 (E ); a2 ; V1 )  00 = 2 (2 ) '0 = 2 ('2 ) 1 =V1 2 Æ 2
Take 2= V2 as in the algorithm, and onsider the substitution 3 = 2 f
 0 g.
It is easy to see that 3 is a uni er for the set of equations
'2
; 2 ('1 ) = '2 g:
Q = f2 (1 ) = 2 !
Moreover, this set of equations is well-sorted be ause 2 is kind-preserving, and 3
is kind-preserving be ause 2 is (by indu tion hypothesis) and  0 is well-formed by
lemma 6. In addition, the variables free in Q all belong to V2 [f g by onstru tion
of Q and by lemma 22. By theorem 21, the prin ipal uni er (; V3 ) = mguV2 [f g (Q)
is therefore de ned, and W (E; a; V ) does not fail. Moreover, sin e  is prin ipal,
we have 3 =V2 [f g 4 Æ  for some kind-preserving substitution 4 . We then take
= 4 and show that this satis es the on lusions of the theorem. We do have
( ) = (( )) = 3 ( ) =  0
(') = (('2 )) = 3 ('2 ) = 2 ('2 ) = '0 :
Let v be a variable in V . Sin e V  V1 and all variables not in V1 are out of rea h
for 1 , we have F V (1 (v))  V1 . Sin e V1  V2 and all variables not in V2 are out
of rea h for 2 , we have F V (2 (1 (v)))  V2 . It follows that
((v)) = ((2 (1 (v)))) by de nition of  in the algorithm
= 3 (2 (1 (v))) be ause F V (2 (1 (v)))  V2 [ f g
= 2 (2 (1 (v))) be ause 2= F V (2 (1 (v)))
= 1 (1 (v))
be ause F V (1 (v))  V1
= 0 (v)
be ause v 2 V
This is the expe ted result.
0
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